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ABSTRACT 
The action under conjugation of invertible lower triangular n x n matrices (over 
an infinite field) on lower triangular nilpotent matrices, N,, divides N,, into orbits. We 
show that for VI > 6 the number of orbits is infinite. 
_--- Let F be an infinite field and T, (NJ the group (space) of invertible 
(nilpotent) lower triangular n x n matrices over F. The group T,, acts on TV,, 
by X--+AXA-’ (A E T,,, X EN,). M. Roitman [l] has shown that for n > 12 
the number of orbits in N, is infinite. For n < 5 he claimed as well that every 
orbit contains a (0, 1)-matrix and in particular the number of orbits is finite. 
In this note we show that for n > 6 there are infinitely many orbits. Let 
i 
0 
1 0 1 
x=0 0 0 
a 0 1 1 0 EN6 
((YEF). 
I 0 00110 a 0 0 0 1 
If A = (a,/) E T6, then the equation AX, = XBA gives 
a22 = ally as2 = 0, aa = a21 + a,,, aa = a= + as2, 
aU = am, as2 - pa,,, as + aas = pa,, a% = 0, 
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a62 = a41 + a51, aM + aa= = a42 + us2, aM = au + as, 
a66 = a44 + a%, aw=as. 
From these we have immediately a,, = uz2 = a33 = uti = uS = a66 and (Y = 
P, if X, and Xp are conjugate under the action of Tn. 
This proves our claim. 
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